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GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE:
Die Roll
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1	10:1

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE	DE	DE	DE
2	5	AD	AD	AD	D1	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE	DE	DE
3	4	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE	DE
4	3	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE
5	2	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	X	X	X/2	X/2	D2	DE
   Note: Attacks at less than 1:5 odds are not allowed.  Russian units retreating both from and into any Stalingrad and/or Mamaev Kurgan hex only have to retreat 1 hex.

COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS:
·	DE = Defenders ELIMINATED.  (Russian units return as replacements 3 turns later.)
·	D2 = Defenders ROUTED 0-2 hexes as Attacker chooses - retreat route determined by Defender - and are DISRUPTED.  Possible Armor Overrun in clear/open terrain.
·	D1 = Defenders withdrawn 0-1 hexes as Attacker chooses and are DISRUPTED. Defender may then retreat them 1 (further) hex. 
·	D = All Defending Units DISRUPTED. Defenders may VOLUNTARILY withdraw 0-2 hexes and Disrupted. 
·	X = EXchange.  Defenders Elminated up to the strength of also-lost attacking units which are at least equal to defenders' factor-modified strength.  Surviving attacking units advance as for a D1 result.  X/2 = also-lost attacking units must be at least equal to half the defenders' factor-modified strength. 
·	AD = All Attacking Units are DISRUPTED.
·	AE = Attackers (equal to defense factors) ELIMINATED - AD for surviving attackers.

In Stalingrad and on Mamaev Kurgan, German pioneer battalions and panzer units have a full factor of 1 only when stacked with other units, including those of the same kind.  If alone there, they attack and defend at a half factor.  A panzer unit with other units attacks and defends with a full factor of 1, and if attacking an all-open terrain hex or being attacked in one or only being attacked across any all-open terrain hex-side, every other German unit stacked with it has its strength increased by 1 on both attack and defense.

Important: As a general rule, all UnDisrupted defending units adjacent to any attacking units in a given phase must also be attacked, unless separated from the attackers by a stream/balka hex-side.  
However, this requirement does not apply to Russian units in Stalingrad or on Mamaev Kurgan's Summit which are attacking defending German units therein/thereon.  Such attacks may be made regardless of other adjacent defending German units.  And the requirement does not apply to German units if 62. Army headquarters is not on the west bank.
If used to attack, units stacked with enemy units must attack those, rather than enemy units in other hexes. They may be assisted in the attack from adjacent hexes by friendly units not stacked with enemy units.

Disrupted units (faced toward the opposing player) may not move or attack in the owning player’s turn.  Also, a stack of Disrupted defending units is attacked one odds column higher, if half of the defending units' total defense factors are Disrupted.  Disrupted Russian units retain any Strongpoint defensive factor bonuses.

Armor Overrun:  D2->DE, if attacking armor (minus defending armor) combat strength is 2 times the strength of defending infantry (or equal to that of Disrupted infantry) in clear terrain only.





Surrounded/Retreat Impossible/"No Retreat!" Orders:  D1->D; D2->DE. The Axis Player may make this defensive decision selectively, for each Russian attack. The Russian Player must make this decision during his Replacement, Reinforcement, and Volga Crossing Phase for all his units for each entire turn .   Russian units in Stalingrad strongpoints are automatically assumed to have No Retreat! orders.

Voluntary Exchanges:  If both sides agree to an exchange or if the defender has "No Retreat!" orders and the attacker wants the exchange, some or all of the defending units are eliminated, if the Attacker can lose factors equal to the defenders' factor-modified defense factors in the ratio indicated by the original combat result: D2 = 1/2X; D1 = X; D = 3/2X;  X = 2X; AD = AE - any fractions rounded up.  Any defending units adjacent to attackers making an exchange attack must hemselves be exchange-attacked.  Units from the same parent unit defending together must be exchanged as one combined sum.  If the “risked” attacking units cannot meet the ratio to exchange-eliminate even one defending unit, they are just AE-eliminated instead.  Defending units left over after a failed or insufficiently risked exchange attack suffer only a D result.
The German Player may, if he wishes, "bet"/risk just some of his units, without risking all of them like the Russian Player must do.
If a player chooses to exchange - make an attack all-out to whatever degree - he must still pay the X/2 cost of a D2 result, even if a D2 result without having chosen to exchange would have resulted in taking the hex without loss.
Exchange-eliminated Russian units return to the game as replacements 2 turns later.
 
Retreat Routes in open terrain must be away from the hex(es) attacked in that combat, and no closer to enemy units which attacked it. Defending units may not retreat across an all-open terrain hex-side adjacent to a hex from which they themselves were attacked, even if it is occupied by a friendly unit, or into an unoccupied all-open terrain hex adjacent to an UnDisrupted enemy unit.  In Stalingrad a unit MAY retreat into a hex adjacent to its attacker, as long as that hex is occupied only by one or more friendly units.
 
Tactical Advances (for attackers only) After Combat:
On a DE or D2 combat result, Panzer/tank and panzer grenadier units may tactically advance across clear terrain hex-sides up to 2 hexes as long as the first one is the defended/vacated hex.  Tactical advance after combat is limited to 1 hex for all other units and for all units with an effective D1 result.  The first hex may be entered regardless of Enemy Zones of Control (EZOCs).  
Units with attack factors equal to the defender's factor-modified strength must be advanced into the vacated defended hex, regardless of EZOCs.  Surplus attacking units may advance across clear terrain hex-sides into empty or friendly-occupied hexes adjacent to the defended hex, as long as they are not violating Zones of Control (ZOCs).

"Zones of Control (ZOCs):" Units are required to stop when they enter Enemy Zones of Control (EZOCs) - hexes adjacent to enemy units. Supply may not be traced through open terrain hex-sides adjacent to any UnDisrupted enemy units, unless both the hex-side's hexes are occupied by friendly units.
 A unit may make a special 1-hex move regardless of EZOCs out of the ZOC of an enemy unit and into the ZOC of a different enemy unit or into a hex already having a friendly unit.  Otherwise, a unit may not move directly/1-hex from an enemy unit's ZOC into another ZOC of the same enemy unit - EXCEPT, in Stalingrad Russian units may move directly from 1 hex adjacent to an enemy unit to another hex adjacent to the same enemy unit, whether that is the same enemy unit or not.  German units may do so only if the Russian unit is Disrupted.  If already in a mixed stack - a Stalingrad hex having both Russian and German units - the Russian or German unit may not do so, except to back out into its supply line.  German units having combat factors in parentheses have no ZOCs.
 
Operational Movement: German mobile - panzer, panzer grenadier, motorized infantry, and engineer - units may move 6 hexes to move both from a hex adjacent to a Russian unit out and back into another hex adjacent to a Russian unit.  Infantry units may move 3 hexes to do so.  Units may move any number of hexes just to do either.  For the Russians on the West Bank of the Volga, any movement more than 3 hexes suffers a special air attack for each hex moved.  German units may not cross the Volga.  Moving 62. Army headquarters - Chuikov - (up to 3 hexes) Disrupts it.










Russian “Hugging”:
In Stalingrad hexes, attacking Russian infantry/rifle units may move onto German-held hexes, as long as the stacking capacity isn‘t exceeded, as a special tactical advance after combat.  The unit may so move after any non-AE combat result, except if it is Disrupted by an AD as usual.  A German or Russian unit on a “mixed hex” may withdraw onto an empty or friendly-occupied Stalingrad hex in its supply route or may even make a 1-hex-only move onto another mixed hex.

Voluntary Elmination of Friendly Units:
During his Replacement, Reinforcement, and Volga Crossing Phase, the Russian Player may voluntarily eliminate any of his units. These voluntarily eliminated Russian units reenter the game only 2 turns later. 

Snipers:
At the conclusion of German Operational Movement but before Combat Resolution, the Russian Player may place his snipers face-down on any hex containing a Russian unit. The German Player may then place his snipers face-down on any hex containing a German unit.  A Russian sniper may fire once at one German unit in an adjacent hex or in its own hex, Disrupting it if the Russian Player rolls a number up to that on its face.  One German sniper in a hex adjacent to the shooting Russian sniper’s (or in the same hex) may then shoot back, trying to kill the Russian sniper.  If he fails, the Russian sniper may then shoot back at him.  Snipers are permanently eliminated from the game in this manner or by being on a stack of friendly units eliminated by a DE (or surrounded/No Retreat! D2) combat result.  If their friendly units are eliminated in an exchange, they return to the game after 2 turns, crossing the Volga with a special die roll if Russian and re-entering from the west if German.

62. Army (Chuikov) Headquarters:
Any west bank Volga shore hex containing 62. Army Hqs/Chuikov is considered to be a strongpoint, defensively doubling any Russian units stacked with him, if he is UnDisrupted.  It/he also has an intrinsic (but never doubled) combat strength of 2, even when Disrupted.  If all attacking Russian units are on or adjacent to UnDisrupted 62. Army Hqs, they have their attack increased by a 1 column shift in the combat odds.  This unit can move like any other Russian unit, but is then Disrupted and not considered active and a strongpoint until it is UnDisrupted.

RUSSIAN EASTERN BANK OF THE VOLGA ARTILLERY:
Starting the 2nd gameturn, either offensively or defensively but not both - see the Sequence of Play - its one-per-turn barrage has a range of 3 hexes to any one reference hex of a triangular 3 hex impact area, chosen by the Russian Player.  German (or Russian) units in the impact area are Disrupted on an individual roll of 1 or 2 (A) or 5 or 6 (B).  If Mamaev Kurgan’s summit is occupied by a Russian unit, the barrage is on target if its reference hex is within 4 hexes of that.  If not and the Russian Player does not disrupt a unit on the first roll, it is off target, and the die is rolled again to find out, counting clockwise, in which direction the barrage (reference hex) is off target.
The Russians may move their heavy artillery emplacement to any other eastern bank hex, but it cannot fire during the turn of movement.
The German Player may instead use a Luftwaffe unit to bomb the Russian heavy artillery into silence for the following Russian Player turn, using the Mass Bombing column - a DE being instead read as just a D.
 
"STACKING" Limits - Units in excess at any time are eliminated, owner's choice: 
·	There may not be more than 3.5 units in a hex. In Stalingrad urban and strong point hexes, German and Russian units may be intermingled on the same hex as long as the overall limit isn‘t exceeded.
·	Each division or tank corps (along with any of its subunits stacked with it or otherwise together) counts as 2 units. 
·	Separate(d) brigades, regiments and panzer battalions count as 1 unit. 
·	Engineer battalions count as ½ unit.
·	62. Army Headquarters - Chuikov - stacks freely and is not counted against the stacking limit.






REPLACEMENTS, REINFORCEMENTS, VOLGA BOAT CROSSINGS:
Russian replacements re-enter the game on the eastern bank of the Volga and may immediately attempt to cross it.  Snipers, Guards regiments, and the 92. Rifle/Marine Brigade cannot be replaced.  All other Soviet units can be replaced, including Chuikov, unless he was eliminated by a German attack when surrounded.
3 units may cross at night.  A rifle/infantry brigade or 62. Army Hqs counts as 1 unit.  A rifle division or a tank brigade counts as 2 units.  Another 3 may then cross in daytime, if that is to be risked.  A unit may not make more than 1 crossing attempt per night although they may once again in daylight of the same day.  Snipers first appear on the west bank without needing to cross.
Dzerzhinski Tractor Factory:  May attempt to repair one (per turn) eliminated tank brigade immediately - it doesn’t have to wait 2 or 3 turns to re-enter the game.  If there are no German units adjacent to the factory, it replaces 1 tank brigade per turn.  If German units are adjacent, it produces on a roll of 1-4 (A) or 3-6 (B).  If one of its hexes is German-occupied, it produces on a roll of 1-2 (A) or 5-6 (B).  If both hexes have been last occupied by German units, it cannot produce.
German replacements/reinforcements enter on the western mapboard edge - entry hex not counted against movement.  The only German replacements are the 2 panzer units indicated on the Calendar.  If no panzer units have been lost, the factor cannot be saved

VOLGA BOAT CROSSING RESULTS:
Hazard is:	Minimal	Significant	Serious	Very Bad
Index A ... B
1... 6		Ready		Ready		Crossed	Crossed

2 ... 5		Ready		Crossed	Crossed	Crossed

3 ... 4		Crossed	Crossed	Crossed	-

4 ... 3		Crossed	Crossed	-		-

5 ... 2		Crossed	-		-		Destroyed

6 ... 1		-		-		Destroyed	Destroyed

Ready = Crossed and immediately ready to move from its landing point into combat.
Crossed = Crossed but Disrupted at its landing point.
- = Try again next time.
Destroyed = As for combat-eliminated Russian units, the unit returns to the game 3 turns later.  However, the boat crossing capacity for both night and daytime is immediately reduced by 1 for each unit destroyed, to be restored 1 factor at a time per game turn thereafter.

FACTORS AFFECTING VOLGA BOAT CROSSINGS:
- Crossing is within 4 hexes of the summit  of Mamaev Kurgan, if the Germans are in possession of that, is worsened.
- Crossing is within 3 hexes of a German unnit on a Volga River shore hex (no matter how tiny the shoreline) is worsened.
- Crossing is worsened if landing hex is addjacent to German unit but occupied by Russian unit.
- Crossing is during the freezing of the Voolga.
- Hazard is automatically Very Bad if crrossing is in daylight and at least 1 German air unit is flyable or if landing hex is unoccupied and adjacent to German unit.  Units may never land on a hex occupied by a German unit.
- Crossing is bettered one level, if the 62. Army Hqs occupies the landing hex.








LUFTWAFFE MASS BOMBING, CLOSE AIR SUPPORT, AND AIR COMBAT:

Target is:		Mass		Air
Index A and B		Bombing	Combat

1 ... 6			DE		RedAF Xd

2 ... 5			D		RedAF Xd

3 ... 4			D		RedAF Intercepted

4 ... 3			D		-

5 ... 2			D		Intercepted

6 ... 1			-		LW Xd

Close Luftwaffe Air Support:  Instead of Mass Bombing, a Fliegerkorps may also add 2 shifts up in the combat odds of German units' ground attacks' combat odds.  Against them in urban areas or any strongpoint, it adds only 1 shift. Both fliegerkorps may be combined against a target.
"Friendly Bombing":  If the die roll for a ground attack against Russian units in urban areas (but not a strongpoint) is the worst possible roll, then the Russian player gets to choose any German-occupied urban hex adjacent to his attacked unit(s), and the German player must air-attack his own units there, using the Mass Bombing column at its worst, with the 1/6 possibility of eliminating his own unit.

AIR COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS: 
·	See GROUND COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS for explanations of D and DE.
(Attacked units may not move as a result, though.) 
·	- Xd = Enemy Aircraft unit successfully intercepted - prevented from completing its airstrike mission - and is knocked out of the game for the rest of this and the next gameturn. 
·	Int = Enemy air unit successfully Intercepted and sent back to base. 
·	- = No effect against either side. 

Luftwaffe units may bomb ground targets in the German player turn and additionally river targets during the Russian player turn, if the Russian player attempts daylight crossings.  The Russian air unit may not attempt to intercept in the German Player turn of the first turn of the game.

Mass Bombing: In as many as 4 turns during the game, the German Player may use one or both of his un-intercepted Luftwaffe fliegerkorps to conduct Mass Bombing, instead of in attacks targeting specific hexes.  For each unit, he may bomb up to 8 hexes in straight, south-to-north consecutive lines.  Each bombing line of the 8 may be no smaller than 3 hexes, and all the bombing must be allocated before any results are known.  Hexes may be re-bombed by more than one line.  Before each line of hexes is bombed, a special Lead Bombardier die roll is made.  If a 6 (on the A table) or a 1 (on the B Index) is rolled, the Lead Bombardier was inaccurate and the starting hex is shifted to an adjacent one - roll again to determine which, the adjacent hexes being numbered 1 to 6 in a clockwise direction - which of course may result in German/friendly units being bombed or Russian units being missed entirely.  Mass Bombing may not be made in 2 consecutive turns.  Each unit - both friendly and enemy - in the target hex is attacked separately, from the top of the stack to its bottom. 
Note:  With each additional turn’s Mass Bombing, its effectiveness is reduced by 1 on the die roll, so on the 4th turn of mass bombing a bombed unit would only be Disrupted - not Destroyed - on the roll of a 1 or 2 (A table) or 5 or 6 (B).  Also Note:  When Mass Bombing, that column is used regardless of the terrain bombed.








WEATHER EFFECTS:  Except for Volga freeze, none, really.

TERRAIN EFFECTS - Cumulative - Table

Terrain:			Effect on Combat					Effect on Movement

Across Stream/Balka		Attacking factors are halved for both Combat and	It costs 2 and 1 additional movement			Exchange, and such an attack must be resolved	factors for mobile & infantry-type
				before others.						to cross a stream/balka.

Across Volga River		No attacks across					See Volga Crossing rule.
											German units may not cross.

Stalingrad Urban Area	No Armor Overrun					See movement through EZOCrules
				See Air Attack table					

Strongpoint and Mamaev	Defending Russian infantry-type units doubled for	Same as for Stalingrad Urban Area
Kurgan Summit		both Combat and Exchange.  No Retreat!

Clear vs. NonClear terrain:  A hex is considered (all-)open - clear - terrain if there is no other kind of terrain in it (other than the Tartar Wall or part of the Volga).  A hex-side is considered to be (all-)open terrain as long as there is no other kind of terrain across it other than those two exceptions.  To be considered a creek/balka hex-side, the entire hex-side must be so bordered.  If any portion of a hex or hex-side has urban/Stalingrad or Mamaev Kurgan terrain, it is considered to be that, not open/clear.

SUPPLY: 
·	For the Germans, a supply line is from the western mapboard to the German unit‘s hex.  For the Russians, it is from the eastern mapboard edge and across the Volga. A supply line cannot be traced through an enemy-occupied hex or an unoccupied clear/open terrain hex adjacent to an enemy unit.  It may be traced through an unoccupied Stalingrad hex, even if it is adjacent to an enemy unit, as long as the supply route is no longer than 2 hexes back to an uncontested supply route.  It may be traced into but not on through a Stalingrad hex containing both friendly and enemy units. 
·	Units out of supply at the beginning of their movement may only move 1 hex. 
·	The odds of attacks by attackers including any unsupplied units are reduced by 1 odds column. Attacks on unsupplied units are raised one combat odds column. The supply status is determined at the moment of the attack (or defense).
·	Disrupted units which are out of supply may not be recovered from Disruption.
·	A German unit is eliminated if, at the end of the German Player’s turn, it is out of supply.  Russian units are not so eliminated.

















GAMETURN SEQUENCE:
·	A. German Player(s’) Turn 
·	1. Reinforcements/Replacements (enter on western mapboard edge hexes, not counted for movement) 
·	2. Operations:
·	a. Bombing (with Russian option to intercept) 
·	b. Operational Movment and Placement of Russian (face down) and then German Snipers
·	c. Ground Attacks Allocation
·	d. Recovery from Disruption of Russian units not being attacked.
·	e. Sniper Combat Resolution
·	f. Ground Combat Resolution and Tactical Advances after Combat - with Recovery from Disruption of Russian units not suffering a D-type combat result or surviving an Exchange
·	g. German Victory Determination
·	B. Russian Player(s’) Turn 
·	1. Reinforcements, Replacements, and Volga Crossing Attempts 
·	2. Operations:
·	a. East Bank Artillery Offensive Barrage, if Artillery UnDisrupted - Voluntary :-) - or f. Defensive, but not both.
·	b. Operational Movement
·	c. Ground Attacks Allocation
·	d. Recovery from Disruption of German units not being attacked.
·	e. Ground Combat Resolution and Tactical Advances after Combat - with Recovery from Disruption of German units not suffering a D-type combat result or surviving an Exchange.
·	f. East Bank Artillery Defensive Barrage, if Artillery Undisrupted - Voluntary

NOTE:
A unit may be operationally moved only once per gameturn by the owning player.
A unit may additionally be tactically moved after a successful attack it has participated in or in retreat during the opponent‘s combat resolution phase.
A ground unit may attack only once per gameturn. It may defend (and retreat) as many times as it is attacked.

VICTORY CONDITIONS:
If, during any German Victory Determination Phase, the Germans occupy all of Stalingrad’s Strongpoints and 62. Army headquarters is not in any Stalingrad city hex, the German Player wins.
Otherwise, at the end of the game, the Russian player wins.

SETTING UP THE GAME TO BEGIN:
·	Russian units may start anywhere except the westernmost line of north-south hexes, face up.
·	All German units, except the 8 engineer battalions coming in as reinforcements (which are placed on the Calendar), start anywhere on the north-south line of hexes on the western edge of the mapboard the German Player wishes.
·	More historical starting positions:
·	Germans (in order from north to south):  16.PzD, 60.MotD, 389.ID, 44.ID, 100.ID, 295.ID, 76.ID, 71.ID, 24.PzD, 94.ID, 14.PzD, 29.MotD
·	Russians (by hex): 









UNIT DATA: 
·	Unit Abbreviations: 62. A = 62nd Army; n. PzDiv = nth Panzer Division; n. Mot.D = nth Motorized Divisio; n.ID/n.R = nth Infantrie Regiment of the nth Infantrie Division; n. RD = nth Rifle Division; n.TK/n.TB = nth Tank Brigade of the nth Tank Korps; etc.
·	Unit Factors:  A unit’s combat factor is for both attack and defense.
·	Unit Symbols:
Mobile Units:  "Pure" armor/Panzer/tank units have tanks on them.  Mechanized - panzer grenadier - regiments have a halftrack and infantry on them. Motorized/trucked infantry have two wheels/dots underneath their unit symbol box.
Infantry units have an a box with an X in it.

GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE:
Die Roll
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1	10:1

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE	DE	DE	DE
2	5	AD	AD	AD	D1	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE	DE	DE
3	4	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE	DE
4	3	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE
5	2	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	X	X	X/2	X/2	D2	DE
   Note: Attacks at less than 1:5 odds are not allowed.  Russian units retreating both from and into any Stalingrad and/or Mamaev Kurgan hex only have to retreat 1 hex.

"STACKING" Limits: 
·	There may not be more than 3.5 units in a hex. In Stalingrad urban and strong point hexes, German and Russian units may be intermingled on the same hex as long as the overall limit isn‘t exceeded - see the "Hugging" rule.
·	Each division or tank corps (along with any of its subunits stacked with it or otherwise together) counts as 2 units. 
·	Separate(d) brigades, regiments and panzer battalions count as 1 unit. 
·	Engineer battalions count as ½ unit.
·	62. Army Headquarters - Chuikov - stacks freely and is not counted against the stacking limit.










AIR ATTACK:
(Each unit - both friendly and enemy - in the target hex is attacked separately, from the top of the stack to its bottom. Both German air units may be combined against any target.)

Target is:		Russian		Russian in	Russian in	Mass Bombing	Air
Index A and B		in Clear		Urban or Mam	Strongpoint or				Combat
					Kur Slope	MamKurSum
1 ... 6			DE		D		D		DE			RedAF Xd

2 ... 5			D		D		D		D			RedAF Xd

3 ... 4			D		D		-		D			RedAF Intercepted

4 ... 3			D		-		-		D			-

5 ... 2			-		-		-		D			Intercepted

6 ... 1			AA?		AA?		AA?		-			LW Xd

Close Luftwaffe Air Support against Russian units in clear terrain: If the bombing German air unit has not been shot down or intercepted, it adds a (further?) shift to ground attacks against Russian units in the target hex, whether or not its original attack Disrupted the Russians. 

VOLGA BOAT CROSSING RESULTS:
Hazard is:	Minimal	Significant	Serious	Very Bad
Index A ... B
1... 6		Ready		Ready		Crossed	Crossed

2 ... 5		Ready		Crossed	Crossed	Crossed

3 ... 4		Crossed	Crossed	Crossed	-

4 ... 3		Crossed	Crossed	-		-

5 ... 2		Crossed	-		-		Destroyed

6 ... 1		-		-		Destroyed	Destroyed



